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Abstract. In this paper a parallel organization of a finite volume algorithm for calculation of two-dimensional compressible, viscous gas flows
is presented. The problem is addressed to the new emerging area of
the micro gas flows, taking place in Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
(MEMS). Technically, the parallel algorithm is organized by using standard MPI, non-blocking communications and the latency of the communications is overlapped with useful work. The speedup was estimated on
two clusters. The first cluster uses MYRINET interconnections (BG04ACAD). The second uses conventional cards for interconnections (BG03NGCC). Both clusters are a part of GRID-infrastructure of the European
Research Area (ERA). An ideal speedup is obtained on BG04-ACAD for
a number of processors up to 20 CPUs. The speedup obtained on BG03NGCC is very good, however it depends on the mesh refinement.
Keywords: Finite volume method, gas microflows, parallel algorithms,
GRID.

1

Introduction

The computational analysis of ﬂuid dynamics problems depends strongly on the
computational resources [11]. The computational demands are related mainly
to: the CPU performance and the memory size. The considered in the paper
example of calculation of a two-dimensional gas ﬂow past a supersonic speed
particle moving in planar microchannel is a typical problem demonstrating such
kind of computational requirements. We consider a supersonic ﬂow with Mach
number equal to 2.43. The problem is described in details in [9]. The supersonic
speed leads to the existence of a bow shock wave , which reﬂects from the channel
walls. As a result past the particle we obtain a complex picture of interaction of
reﬂected shock waves (see Fig. 1). The shock waves have signiﬁcant gradients of
velocities, pressure, and temperature. Thus, an accurate calculation of the ﬂow
requires a very ﬁne or adaptive grid to be used. Calculations of this problem
has been carried out for a set of gradually reﬁned meshes. Finally, a mesh with
8000x1600 cells was found to give stable and accurate enough results. It is easy
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Fig. 1. Horizontal velocity (upper part) and pressure (lower part) fields calculated by
parallel FVM [9]

to predict that a calculation of this problem on a single PC will take years.
Obviously, a parallel organization of the computational process is required in
order to overcome this diﬃculty. In the next section we present how this can be
accomplished.

2

Parallel Organization

Parallel organizations of FVM algorithms are presented in many papers (for
examples, see [12,6]). We presented here the main statements of the parallel
organization of the ﬁnite volume method [8,11] (FVM) for calculation of the
considered gas ﬂow. The corresponding serial algorithm is presented in details
in [10]. The same notations are used here.
A domain decomposition (data partitioning) approach is used. The idea is
a single instruction stream and multiple data stream (SIMD) to be used in
accordance with Flinn’s taxonomy. The realization was accomplished by using
standard MPI (Message Passing Interface) [3] instructions. This approach makes
possible running the code on symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) systems and
computer clusters. Most of the modern supercomputers now are highly-tuned
computer clusters using commodity processors combined with custom interconnects [5].
Here the send/received packages are of small size. The size of packages is less
then 50KB, which is negligible for bandwidth 1Gbps. Therefore the bottleneck of
the communications is the latency. There are a lot of communications in one iteration of FVM. To reach a high parallel eﬃciency non-blocking communications
are used and latency is overlapped with calculations.
Figure 2 presents an example of decomposition of a domain into two processes.
The halo region for process 0 contains a column of variables, some of them
positioned in the centre and others on the face of the cells. The halo region for
process 1 contains two columns of variables, placed in the centre and on the face
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Fig. 2. Domain decomposition of FVM computational domain

of the cells. When halo regions are set in this way the minimum sent/received
messages between neighbours is reached.
The steps in the parallel FVM are the same as in the serial FVM [10].
Parallel FVM
1. Initial guess of u, v, p, T and calculation of ρ, using equation of state.
Start loop 1
• 2. Initial conditions for the current time step: t = t + Δt, u(n−1) = u, v (n−1) =
v, p(n−1) = p, T (n−1) = T , ρ(n−1) = ρ.
• Start loop 2 (current time step calculations):
•• 3. Evaluate ﬂux and diﬀusion terms: F x , F y , Dux , Duy , Dvx , Dvy , DT x ,
DT y .
•• 4.1. Evaluate pseudo velocity û, coeﬃcient du and coeﬃcients apx , bpx
of pressure equation in the boundary region.
•• 4.2. Initiate sending of boundary values of apx and bpx to neighbours and
initiate receipt of halo values of apx and bpx from neighbours.
•• 4.3. Calculate boundary values of pseudo velocity v̂, coeﬃcient dv and
coeﬃcients for pressure equation apy , bpy .
•• 4.4. Initiate sending of boundary values of apy and bpy to neighbours and
initiate receipt of halo values of apy and bpy from neighbours.
•• 4.5. Calculate non-boundary values of pseudo velocity û, coeﬃcient du
and coeﬃcients for pressure equations apx and bpx .
•• 4.6. Calculate non-boundary values of pseudo velocity v̂, coeﬃcient dv
and coeﬃcients for pressure equations apy and bpy .
•• 4.7. Wait for completion of sending of boundary values of apx , bpx , apy ,
and bpy and wait for completion of receipt of halo values of apx , bpx , apy ,
and bpy .
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•• Start loop 3:
• • • 5.1. Calculate temperature and pressure in the boundary cells,
using energy and pressure equations.
• • • 5.2. Initiate sending of the boundary values of p and T to neighbours and initiate receiving of halo values of p and T from the neighbours.
• • • 5.3. Calculate temperature and pressure in the non-boundary cells.
• • • 5.4. Wait for completion of the sending of boundary values of p
and T and wait for completion of receiving of halo values of p and
T.
• • • 5.5. Initiate sending of maximum residuals for the equations of
pressure and energy from each process to process 0 and initiate receipt of maximum residuals for equations or pressure and energy
from all processes in process 0.
• • • 5.6. Initiate array pold for next iteration in loop 3: pold = p.
• • • 5.7. Wait for completion of sending of maximum residuals for
equations for pressure and energy and wait for completion of receipt of maximum residuals for equations for pressure and energy in
process 0.
• • • 5.8. The loop 3 continues until convergence criteria are not satisﬁed or the maximum number of iterations is not reached. Initiate
sending and receipt of information to stop or continue loop 3.
• • • 5.9. Initiate array Told for next iteration in loop 3: Told = T .
• • • 5.10. Wait for completion of sending and receipt of information to
stop or continue loop 3.
•• End loop 3. At least 2 iteration have to be performed to ensure convergence. The detailed analysis of two-dimensional unsteady state pressure
driven channel ﬂow [10] showed that 2 iterations were enough to achieve
a good accuracy.
•• 6.1. Calculate u in the boundary cells.
•• 6.2. Initiate sending of boundary values of u to neighbours and initiate
receipt of halo values of u from neighbours.
•• 6.3. Calculate v in the boundary cells.
•• 6.4. Initiate sending of boundary values of v to neighbours and initiate
receipt of halo values of v from neighbours.
•• 6.5. Calculate u in non-boundary cells.
•• 6.6. Initiate sending of maximum residuals for u from each process to
process 0 and initiate the reception of the maximum residuals for u from
all processes in process 0.
•• 6.7. Calculate v in the non-boundary cells.
•• 6.8. Initiate sending of maximum residuals for v from each processes
to process 0 and initiate receipt of maximum residuals for v from all
processes in process 0.
√
•• 6.9.√Calculate the array containing information for T . (This is useful
as T is often used in algorithm).
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•• 6.10. Wait for completion of sending of boundary values of u and v and
wait for completion of receipt of halo values of u and v.
•• 6.11. Wait for completion of sending of maximum residuals for u and v
and wait for completion of receipt of maximum residuals for u and v in
process 0.
•• 6.12. Check conditions to stop loop 2.
•• 6.13. Initiate sending of information to continue or to stop loop 2 in
process 0 to all processes and initiate receipt of decision to stop or to
continue loop 2 in all processes.
•• 6.14. Calculate density ρ, using equation of state and p and T calculated
in loop 3.
•• 6.15. Wait for completion of sending and receipt of information to stop
or continue loop 2.
• End loop 2.
End loop 1: The calculation is stopped, when the end time or the stationary
state is reached. If these criteria are not reached go to step 2.
Note: Equations for p and T in loop 3 are calculated using Jacobi iterative
method (see [7]).
The organization of sending and receiving messages is done fully manual in
order to make possible the use of non-blocking communications. To this aim
a structure DomainDecomposition is created. It contains information for every
process. The following functions are used for calculation of tags and indices of
requests of messages:
• CalculateTagForSendVariableToNeighbour and
CalculateIndexRequestForSendVariableToIJ0 calculate the tag and index of request of each message send to a neighbour. Both functions receive
an unique index for each variable (i variable) that must be send (for example the index for pressure is 1, for temperature is 2 and etc.) and the
index of the neighbour (i neighbour). Variable zero tag for this IJ is
the maximum tag of all processes on the left (Fig. 2.).
• CalculateTagForSendVariableToIJ0 and
CalculateIndexRequestForSendVariableToIJ0 calculate the tags and indices of request of the messages send to process 0. Both functions receive the
following variables: i variable; N exchanged variables with neighbours
— the number of all variables, which are sent/received with neighbours;
N neighbours — the number of neighbours (for 2D case is 4); N actions,
which is equal to 2 (two possible actions — send and receive).
• CalculateTagForSendVariableFromIJ0 and
CalculateIndexRequestForRecvVariableFromIJ0 calculate tags and indices of request of the messages send of process 0 to other processes, where
N send variables to IJ0 is the number of send variables to process 0.
A part of source code containing functions for calculation of tags and indices of
requests of messages:
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inline int CalculateTagForSendVariableToNeighbour(
const int& i_variable, const int& i_neighbour){
return (zero_tag_for_this_IJ + i_variable * N_neighbours
+ i_neighbour);};
inline int CalculateIndexRequestForSendOrRecvVariableNeighbour(
const int& i_variable, const int& i_neighbour,
const int& send_or_recv_data){
return(i_variable * N_actions * N_neighbours
+ send_or_recv_data * N_neighbours + i_neighbour);};
inline int CalculateTagForSendVariableToIJ0(
const int& i_variable){
return (zero_tag_for_this_IJ
+ N_exchanged_variables_with_neighbours * N_neighbours
+ i_variable);};
inline int CalculateIndexRequestForSendVariableToIJ0(
const int& i_variable){
return(N_exchanged_variables_with_neighbours * N_actions
* N_neighbours + i_variable);};
inline int CalculateTagForSendVariableFromIJ0(
const int& i_variable){
return (zero_tag_for_this_IJ
+ N_exchanged_variables_with_neighbours * N_neighbours
+ N_send_variables_to_IJ0 + i_variable);};
inline int CalculateIndexRequestForRecvVariableFromIJ0(
const int& i_variable){
return(N_exchanged_variables_with_neighbours * N_actions
* N_neighbours + N_send_variables_to_IJ0 + i_variable);};

3

Speedup Analysis

The speedup of the parallel FVM for calculations of gas microﬂows, was estimated on two clusters. The ﬁrst cluster uses myrinet [4] interconnection (BG04ACAD). The second cluster uses conventional cards for interconnection (BG03NGCC). The characteristics of the clusters are shown in Table 1. They are a
part of a GRID-infrastructure [2] of the European Research Area (ERA). The
tests were submitted by user certiﬁcate [1].
The speedup is calculated as Sn = Ts /Tpar and the eﬃciency is calculated as
En = Sn /n, where n is the number of cores (CPUs), Sn is the speedup, when
n-cores are used, Ts is the time for sequential run of the program (run on a single
core), Tpar is the time of code run on n-cores, En is the eﬃciency, when n-cores
are used.
The test problem mentioned in the introduction is a calculation of supersonic
ﬂow past a small square shaped particle moving in a microchannel, Fig. 1. The
test calculations were carried out on two meshes: 500x100 and 1000x200 cells.
The calculation of the case (500x100 cells) was completed for around 2.5 hours
on a single core.
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Table 1. The characteristics of the clusters BG04-ACAD and BG03-NGCC
Cluster:
Numbers of cores:
CPU model:
CPU GHz:
Cache size:
RAM per core:
Interconnection:

a)

BG04-ACAD
BG03-NGCC
80
200
AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 250 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5430
2.4 GHz
2.66 GHz
1024 KB
6144 KB
2 GB
2 GB
Myrinet
Conventional cards

b)

Fig. 3. The speedup of the clusters BG04-ACAD and BG03-NGCC, for meshes: a)
500x100 cells and b) 1000x200 cells

The results concerning the speedup are shown in Fig. 3. The speedup for
BG04-ACAD was calculated by taking the minimal run time obtained from 6
runs of each case. The speedup for BG03-NGCC was calculated by taking the
minimal time obtained from 11 runs of each case. The tests on BG03-NGCC
needed more runs, than those performed on BG04-ACAD, because there was a
larger variation in the run times obtained from BG03-NGCC due to the use of
conventional card for interconnection.
A super linear speedup was reached on the cluster BG04-ACAD for the case
with mesh 500x100 cells, Fig. 3. a). The reason for this is the cache eﬀect. The
program, run on a single core, needs around 14.5 MB of memory. The increase
of process number leads to a decrease of the used memory of the program and,
in the case with 20 processes, all data can be placed in the cache memory of the
processors (Table 1.). The case with 4 times more cells (1000x200) needs around
58 MB on a single core, Fig. 3. b), respectively the available cache memory is
not enough to hold all data and a super linear speedup cannot be reached. The
speedup for BG03-NGCC is very good Fig. 3. a), even considering the small
problem on mesh 500x100 cells. For a ﬁner mesh (1000x200 cells) the speedup
Fig. 3. b) is excellent, nevertheless that BG03-NGCC uses conventional cards
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for interconnection. The speedup line is not very smooth (Fig. 3) because of the
weak interference with other runs simultaneously performed by other users on
the clusters.

4

Conclusions

The non-blocking communications make possible an excellent speedup to be
reached. A super linear speedup was reached on the cluster with myrinet interconnection (BG04-ACAD). A very good speedup was reached on the cluster
BG03-NGCC for the case of mesh with 500x100 cells and an excellent speedup
— on mesh (1000x200). These results show that the good parallel organization
makes the algorithm eﬃcient even when run on clusters with conventional cards
for interconnection.
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